
2.1  Introduction – The abbey buildings.

Bective abbey is multi-period construct combining

over five hundred years of architectural history

from its foundation in 1147 (pl. 1). Harold Leask in

1916 published the first detailed architectural

survey of Bective Abbey in which he identified three

main phases of construction in the upstanding

remains: these comprised the abbey church and

conventual buildings of the thirteenth century; the

re-modelling on reduced lines with additional

fortification in the fifteenth century; and the post-

dissolution transformation into a tudor mansion in

the sixteenth century (figs 2.1–2.5) (Leask 1916, 46–

57). Stalley (1987) augmented this survey with

observations on the fifteenth cloister and the tudor

conversion. Subsequently, Kevin o’Brien, office of

Public Works, undertook a detailed architectural

survey between 2009 and 2012. the ground plan

(fig. 2.3) and reconstructions (fig. 2.5) are based on

this survey. Four main phases of building at Bective

Abbey are discussed.

2.2  Phase 1 – Twelfth-century abbey (Fig. 2.5A)

the excavations and architectural survey at Bective

have provided no evidence for early structures dating

to the pre-norman abbey. the only possible exception

was a shallow pit (F12) uncovered in the 2006 test

excavations, which dated to between 1040 and 1230

(Laarson 2008) and a pier fragment stored in the south

range. the earliest buildings may have been of wood.

Archaeological investigations at four British sites,

namely Bordesley, Fountains, Sawley and Kirstall,

have produced traces of substantial timber

constructions which are thought to have belonged to

the earliest phase of building at these cistercian

abbeys (Robinson 2005, 51). no early structures of

wood have been identified at any irish cistercian sites

(Lynch 2010 177). Further, in many cistercian abbeys

in ireland it is difficult to identify any remains of the

twelfth-century church; at the motherhouse, Mellifont,

co. Louth consecrated in 1157, the only vestiges are

the foundations of a short, square-ended presbytery

and the transeptal churches (Leask 1958, 8).
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Pl. 2.1  General view of Bective Abbey from the north (Con Brogan, Photographic Unit, National Monuments
Service).
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2.2  Phase 2 – Thirteenth century abbey (fig. 2.5B)

At Bective, the church that survives today (figs 2.1–

2.5) was built a century after its foundation (Stalley

1987, 57). this church has been largely destroyed

except for detached foundations and a considerable

fragment of the south wall of the nave but enough

survives to conclude that the plan of the church and

conventual arrangements followed the lines

generally adopted by the cistercian order for their

buildings. Given the paucity of the church remains

much must be left to conjecture. this church (pl. 2

figs 2.1–2.5) was built on a plan that is typical of the

earliest cistercian abbeys. Bective adopted the

‘Bernardine plan’ with an aisled nave, two square

chapels in each transept, a presbytery and cloister

garth to the south (Leask 1958, 10).  this plan has

long been associated with St Bernard himself and

there is plenty of evidence to show that the plan

emerged at clairvaux around 1133–5 when plans for

the re-building of that church, were drawn up

(Stalley 1987). the church at Bective is well

proportioned. the builders used local stone, from a

nearby quarry on the south bank of the River Boyne

opposite the abbey (see introduction, pl. 1.2); the
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Fig. 2.1  Ground plan of Bective Abbey (after Leask 1916).



walls are invariably built of rough undressed,

limestone masonry with finer work in sandstone.

the south wall of the nave is the only

considerable fragment of the abbey church

remaining (pl. 2.2, figs 2.1–2.4) but remnants of the

western portion of the north transept are visible and

the archway connecting the south aisle to the south

transept is still in situ. the nave has an estimated

width of 11m and is 33m in length to the angle of the

transepts. it had an arcade of six bays on each side

which provided access to the north and south aisles.

it is not possible to state the exact length of the nave,

choir and presbytery combined but the presence of

loose buried masonry and results of a geophysical

survey (Leigh, 2010) warrants the position assumed

for the east gable on the plan (figs 2.4–2.5). it is

probable that the original west gable was in line with

the external face of the west range which gives it a

total length of 45m and 36m in maximum width. the

nave at Bective was plain and austere with

unmoulded arches similar in design to Hore Abbey,

co. tipperary and tintern, co. Wexford (Stalley

1987, 110).

At Bective the nave was separated from the aisles

by an arcade of six bays. the south aisle was

demolished leaving only the much, disfigured bays
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Fig. 2.2  First floor plan of Bective Abbey (after Leask 1916).

Pl. 2.2  The remains of the thirteenth-century Abbey
church from the north-east showing the south wall of
the nave and entrance to the south transept (Con
Brogan, Photographic Unit, National Monuments
Service).



of the south elevation. All but one of the bays on the

south side is blocked. the arches are pointed, early

Gothic in style, and spring from square piers. the

angles of the piers and arches are built of soft yellow

sandstone and have a plain chamfer (pl. 2.2). they

are all of equal size and ornamentation. these

designs were the embodiment of the cistercian quest

for simplicity. there are remnants of the north aisle

and south aisle arch incorporated into the fifteenth

century re-modelled west façade of the nave (pl. 2.3).

the piers have been dated on stylistic grounds to the

second half of the thirteenth century but an earlier

thirteenth-century date for similar piers at tintern

abbey, co. Wexford has been suggested, given that a

community of monks was on that site from the early

thirteenth century and that, like Bective, no evidence

of an earlier church had come to light (Lynch 2010,

178). Like the nave, the piers have been compared

with Hore Abbey and the Anglo-norman Abbey of

tintern, co. Wexford (Stalley 1987, 83).
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Fig. 2.3  Plan of the thirteenth century abbey prior to
its fifteenth-century remodelling showing the location
of the excavations (after Kevin O’Brien, OPW).

Fig. 2.4   Geophysical survey of Bective Abbey (after Leigh 2010).



on the chamfer of the fourth jamb from the

bottom of the north aisle pier fragment is a folk art

carving of a possible chalice and a bird. this has

been interpreted as a folk attempt to depict a pelican

feeding her young with her own blood (pers. comm.

Kevin o’Brien, oPW). the pelican is not found in art

of the pre-norman period and appears in a variety

of media in Gothic ireland, metalwork, wall painting

and sculpture. it was used as a symbol of the

Resurrection and is thought to depict the passion

and sacrifice of christ (Hourihane, 2003, 99–113). A

similar motif appears in a spandrel of an arch at

Holycross Abbey, co. tipperary and on a portal

relief at Kilcooly Abbey, co. tipperary (Hourihane,

2003, 106–8).  

At Bective the clerestory survives and breaks

with tradition in having the windows sited in

orthodox fashion over the arches (pl. 2.3). three of

these remain in various stages of incompleteness and

from them Leask prepared a reconstruction drawing

(1916, 51). the windows have a quatrefoil shape (fig.
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Fig. 2.5  Interior sections and elevations through Bective Abbey (Kevin O’Brien, OPW). A) Phase 1, twelfth
century. B) Phase 2, thirteenth century. C) Phase 3, fifteenth century. D) Phase 4, sixteenth century.

D) Phase 4 – 16th century tudor mansion

C) Phase 3 – 15th century abbey

B) Phase 2 – 13th century abbey

A) Phase 1 – 12th century abbey

Pl. 2.3   Aisle fragments are incorporated into the
later, west façade of the nave (Con Brogan,
Photographic Unit, National Monuments Service).

Aisle



2.6) like those at Kilkenny cathedral and Gowran,

co. Kilkenny of late thirteenth century date (Stalley

1987, 110). they are dressed with similar sandstone

finish. two of the clerestory windows at Bective were

removed and their place taken by two larger three-

light windows of fifteenth century type (Stalley 1987,

110). Below the quatrefoils the over sailing course of

the south aisle roof is visible and some portions of

the external parapet.

the transepts were an estimated width of 5m and

length in 12m (fig. 2.4).  each had space for two

chapels. All that remains of the north transept are

two detached fragments of the west wall and a

fragment of the south side entrance from the north

transept into the north aisle. the opening from the

choir to the south transept has been reduced in width

by the insertion of a buttressed wall with a narrow

archway, pointed in form but built with limestone

like all the later work. the archway from the south

transept to the south aisle remains, now giving access

to the cloister space (pl. 2.4). it was re-built with the

original sandstone and it incorporates a broken stoup

or piscina, in a small niche in the south jamb. Still in

situ above the arch is the original doorway, which

gave access to the south aisle roof walk. the south

transept extended further south than is apparent

today, the eastern portion has been demolished and

the transept space curtailed by a northern extension

of the east range, which incorporates a vaulted

building with a blocked doorway in the north wall.

this doorway was partially blocked by a tudor

chimney stack. 

one of the most revolutionary aspects of

cistercian architecture was the introduction into

ireland of the square or rectangular cloister, as this

claustral arrangement did not exist prior to 1142

(Stalley 1987, 51). the ambulatories provided easy

access to the church and rooms within the

monastery. the standard location for the cistercian

cloister was to the south of the church which

ensured that the north ambulatory, where the monks

did their spiritual reading was open to sunshine and

sheltered from northerly winds. At tintern, co.

Wexford, a collation bay was exposed in the north

arcade wall (Lynch 2010, 66). the original cloister at

Bective was much larger than today and included

the ground occupied by the present south and west

ranges (figs 2.1, 2.3). these were re-built within the

original cloister. the original cloister with its walks

was square in plan and measured an estimated 18m.

the south walk had originally a counterpart on the

other side of the garth, but the north and east walls

which had a lean too roof have disappeared. High

up in the wall at the east end of the first floor of the

east range, portions of an external corbel course and

parapet together with several corbels, which

supported the ridge beam of the original cloister
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Fig. 2.6  Detail of quatrefoil clerestory window (after
Leask 1916, 51).

Pl. 2.4  The archway from the south transept to the
south aisle (Con Brogan, Photographic Unit, National
Monuments Service).



roof, are present. this is further evidence of the

extent of the cloister in this direction. the walk was

open towards the garth with an arcade or a wooden

structure between. its roof was a lean too against the

surrounding buildings. there is no evidence for the

form that the original cloister arcade would have

taken. it may have had rounded arches supported

by twin columns with double bases and capitals like

that uncovered at tintern, co. Wexford, dated on

stylistic grounds to the mid-thirteenth century

(Lynch 2010, 71). 

the east range of buildings are multi-period.

originally, it probably contained a Sacristy, chapter

House, Day stairs and Dorter undercroft (or Day

room) (pl. 2.5, figs 2.1–2.4). A dormitory would have

extended over the over the whole of this range. this

part of the abbey has been greatly altered but

portions of the original walling are present on the

first floor and there are two rows of corbels. the

lower row of corbels belongs to the dormitory roof.

the dormitory probably extended further to the

south but this has disappeared with much of the

original south range. the chamber referred to as the

sacristy is entered today from a break in the external

east wall.  it was converted into a bread oven in the

tudor period.

the chapter House is entered off the south

ambulatory. the lower jambs of this doorway are

hollow chamfered sandstone. this was the nerve

centre of order and discipline within the monastery.

it was associated with the reading of chapters (hence

the name) of the Rule of St Benedict. Formerly, a low

masonry platform was set into the inner face of the

walls, which would have formed a bench or seat.

there are remains of two stone benches in the base

of south wall and one in the west wall (fig. 2.7). this

room has a groin-vaulted ceiling springing from an

octagonal central pillar. it is lit by two widely splayed

windows in the east wall and a single ope high up in

the north wall.

the original south range has vanished entirely

but it would have originally extended beyond the

existing, fifteenth century, south range. the

doorways from the south walk to the adjoining

rooms have pointed heads, are built in sandstone and

are probably re-inserted original masonry. the geo-

physical survey (Leigh 2010, 7) has identified a linear

anomaly that coincides with the probable south wall

of the original south range (fig. 2.4).

the only upstanding remains of the thirteenth

century west range prior to the excavation is a square

chamber or cellarium (pl. 2.5, figs 2.1–2.4).  it is

vaulted and has a spiral staircase leading to the

upper floor, which was added in the fifteenth

century. in the angle between it and the great south-

west tower is a small machicolation guarding the

entrance. there are foundations of the southeast

corner of yet another building south of this (4.90m

north/south by 2.05m east/west, with a wall

thickness of 0.55m to 0.94m).  

excavations at Bective uncovered a masonry

building (with a stone-paved drain, hearth and pit)

that is in line with the former buildings (see below,

p. ?). this indicates that the thirteenth century west

range ran beyond the limits of the present south

range. A stone paved drain ran inside the southern

end of the building. the interior of this building was

covered by a series of overlapping layers of charcoal,

ash and burnt clay. A radiocarbon date from a burnt

seed found in this layer dated the destruction to

between 1268 and 1391, but the probability

distribution suggests a date late in the thirteenth

century. excavations also revealed the remains of a

granary with a kiln immediately west of this

building (fig. 2.3).

in cistercian abbeys, the west range usually

contained: the cellars, with the cellarer’s parlour on

the ground floor; a main entrance to the abbey
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Fig. 2.7  Nineteenth-century drawing of the Chapter
hosue showing the two stone benches and octagonal
column (Wakeman 1887, courtesy of the Royal Irish
Academy).

Pl. 2.5  Bective Abbey from the west (Con Brogan,
Photographic Unit, National Monuments Service).
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complex; and the dorter (dormitory) for the lay

brother’s which runs the whole length of the range

(fig. 2.8). there are nine cistercian abbeys in ireland

with evidence for a west Range (at Abbeyshrule and

Monasterenagh, co. Limerick earthworks provide

evidence for this range). of these nine at least six

have incorporated a western entrance into the abbey:

Hore, co. tipperary, Dunbrody, co. Wexford, Boyle,

co. Roscommon, tintern, co. Wexford, Grey, co.

Downand Graiguenamanagh, co. Kilkenny. Most of

these entrances were formidable . there is a also a

western entrance at Bective, but this was part of the

fifteenth-century remodelling. entrances to the abbey

avoided the east range, the ‘business’ side of the

monastery and the north which was dominated by

the abbey church. the location of entrances in the

west might also highlight the lack of priority

afforded to the lay-brothers accomodation.

evidence for the function of the surviving

buildings in the west range of cistercian abbeys in

ireland is inconclusive. At Mellifont the west range

is marked only by rough walls at foundation level

and re-building has made it difficult to determine its

original features, but there are indications of three

apartments. Like Bective,  Mellifont’s west wall is in

line with the west gable of the abbey church. there

were, however, no vaulted cellars present at the

mother house, possibly because of the water table

and proximity to the River Mattock. At Hore, co.

tipperary, there are two apartments aligned to the

west wall and they extend into the south range.

Holycross has three apartments aligned to the west

gable. At Boyle the eastern face of the west wall,

formerly facing the inside of the rooms is almost fully

obstructed by modern buttressing. in general, the

ground floors are divided into three rooms and it is

Fig. 2.8  Plans of the west range of selected Cistercian Abbeys in Ireland.
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presumed the accomodation block above extended

for the full length of the range.

in many monasteries a drain or stream is present

in the south-west of the monastic buildings serving

the latrine block and kitchen. At the southern

extremity of the west range at Dunbrody is a latrine

and a stream of water was directed through it. A

branch of the same stream fed the lavabo (Stout, G.

2016, forthcoming. the location of this drainage

system is similar to that uncovered at Bective (see

below, p. ?). A similar water system was present at

clairvaux, the order’s principal house in France. in

British abbeys, such as Jervaulx, Yorkshire (fig. 2.8)

and neath, Glanmorganshire, the foundations of the

conversi rere-dorter (latrine) survive in the west

range. one rere-dorter was excavated at Valle crucis,

Denbighshire (Williams, 2001, 117).

excavations at Bective indicate that some re-

building took place in the southern end of the west

range in the early fourteenth century. this produced

a date of AD1312+?? (see below, p. ?).

2.3  Phase 3 – Fifteenth-century modification and

fortification (fig. 2.5C)

Bective abbey enjoyed a period of prosperity under

Geraldine patronage (see above pp ?–?) and became

one the most heavily fortified cistercian monasteries

in the country. the relaxation of the Rule of the order,

the diminishing number of monks, and the absence

of lay brothers, transformed the cistercian order

throughout ireland at this time and led to a new

approach to the planning of Bective abbey.

Renovations at Bective included a significant

shrinking of the cloister and church area. During the

fifteenth century the nave of the abbey church was

shortened by the construction of a new west façade,

protected by a fortified tower. the church was

narrowed by the removal of the south aisle of the

nave and the building up of the arcade, the space

thus gained was added to the re-modeled cloister.

Bective has the most intimate and secluded of the

irish cistercian cloisters (pl. 2.7;  Stalley 1987, 158–

60). the two surviving ambulatories in the south and

west ranges are stone flagged and were roughly

barrel vaulted in stone on the ground floor and

Pl. 2.6  A substantial tower was erected at the west
end of the church (far left) as part of the re-modelling
of the abbey in the fifteenth century (Con Brogan,
Photographic Unit, National Monuments Service).

Pl. 2.7  Interior of the fifteenth-century cloister from the east (Con Brogan, Photographic Unit, National Mon-
uments Service).



integrated into the adjoining buildings, so that the

upper floors extended across them. the barrel vault

under the south range in Bective is unusual in being

built with dressed ashlar blocks. As the arcades had

more to support, they were reinforced by thick

embracing arches on the outer side. there was also a

covered walk in the north which is evident in a gable

scar present in the west arcade wall.

each south and west range was divided into

three bays and each main bay of the arcade is

spanned by a flat arch with piers that carry the arch.

the piers project into the cloister garth as buttresses

(pl. 2.7). the surviving piers are a development of

the dumb-bell type giving the impression that the

arcade was supported by sets of clustered

colonettes; triple shafts take the place of a single

colonette (Stalley 1987, 156). in the west arcade there

is some unobstrusive ornament on the spandrels of

a few of the arches that includes interlace, foliage

and a bird in the south arcade. the main western

arcade has been robbed of its triple minor arcading

some fragments of which are built into nearby

clady church (fig. 2.9AB). All ornamentation is

absent from the east arcade in the south. the triple

minor arcading is complete in two bays on the south

side and is wrought in carved limestone.

in the second pier of the south-west arcade is an

effigy of an abbot, carved in relief on its east side (pl.

2.9) and a carved head on the other side (pl. 2.11). the

abbot kneels under a canopy, his head raised in

prayer. the figure has a crozier and over his now

defaced head is a coat of arms, bearing two fleurs-de-

lis under an arch. Bernard of clairvaux is commonly

depicted in this manner across europe throughout

the medieval period in paintings, manuscript

illuminations, wooden and stone carvings, and

stained glass. the carving at Bective is only irish

known example depicting Bernard (Hourihan 2003,

16; French 2007, p.?). A robbed pier from Bective was

erected above the doorway of the nineteenth-century

church at Johnstown, near navan. this pier depicts

an clerical figure, presumably a bishop (pl. 2.). this
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Pl. 2.8  Detail of carved arches in the south cloister
arcade (Con Brogan, Photographic Unit, National
Monuments Service).

Fig. 2.9AB  Fragments of the main western arcade were robbed from Bective Abbey and reused in nearby
Clady church (Wakeman, 1887).



must be Malachy, who with Bernard, are the fathers

of the cistercian order in ireland.

the tiny cloister garth at Bective was heavily

shaded, in contrast with the wide open spaces of the

normal cloister and the integration of the two of the

ranges is also exceptional. compact cloisters and

integrated arcades are characteristic of the

Franciscan friars, rather than the white monks. in

architectural terms the monks of Bective were

inspired of the friars, the most energetic religious

builders in fifteenth-century ireland (Stalley 1987,

156). the pier and arches at Bective are very like

Fore, a Benediction abbey in co. Westmeath. Leask

(1960, 145–6) suggests that the same masons were

involved in the contruction of both abbeys and dates

them to c.1450–1500.

During these fifteenth-century renovations a new

west range was built in the west side of the former

cloister, but independently of the older work (figs

2.1–2.2). this contains a long apartment with a

partially vaulted ground floor and the cloister walk

on this side. Portions of a stone stairway from the
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Pl. 2.9  Bernard of Clairveaux (Con Brogan, Photo-
graphic Unit, National Monuments Service).

Pl. 2.10  This carving from the cloister arcade was
placed above the doorway of the nineteenth-century
Catholic church at Johnstown, Co. Meath.

Pl. 2.11  Carved face on the other side of the pillar
featuring Bernard of Clairveaux (Con Brogan, Photo-
graphic Unit, National Monuments Service).



cloister to the upper floor are at its south end. this

floor was lit by long narrow opes in the east wall.

there are remains of a double light window in the

west wall. At the north end adjoining the nave wall

is another staircase leading to the upper stories of the

now demolished three storied building at the west

end of the nave. A stair turret was added to the only

remaining portion of the original west range

buildings. the gable scar of this new west range

survives on the north wall of the ‘great tower’. this

upper floor is similar to the re-modeled west range

at Holycross, co. tipperary. Holycross has the most

complete west range built as part of the re-modelling

in the fifteenth century. the ground floor has a barrel

vaulted passage which serves as the main entrance

to the cloister. in the upper floor are three private

apartments two staircases lead up rom the cloister,

each had a garderobe, incorporated into turrets, a

large window with curved splays for window seats

and fireplaces (Stalley 1987, 172).

the existing south buildings contain three

narrow barrel vaulted compartments dating from the

fifteenth-century renovations (figs 2.1–2.2). the east

compartment is entered through a flat-arched

doorway with lower sandstone jambs that are hollow

chamfered. in its interior is a stone ledge with dog-

tooth decoration in the west wall. there are some

architectural fragments stored here including a

moulded column of thirteenth century date which

may have been part of Phase 2 of the abbey church.

there are the remains of an earlier doorway in the

south wall. the middle compartment is entered

through a pointed doorway with hollow chamfered

sandstone jambs. there are marks on the jamb of this

doorway which indicate that it was used as a

whetstone. this doorway leads into a passage onto a

flight of stairs dating from the tudor period. it is lit

by two opes in the south wall, and there is a wall

press and garderobe. there is another moulded

sandstone column in this space. the west

compartment, like the central compartment, is

entered off the south ambulatory though a pointed

arched doorway with hollow chamfered sandstone

jambs. this has been re-built. A spiral staircase in the

south-west corner provides access to the ‘great

tower’. one angle of the ‘great tower’ rests on the

corner pier of the cloister indicating that it was built

after the re-modelled cloister.

two substantial towers were erected as part of

the re-modelling of the abbey in the fifteenth

century. one was constructed at the west end of the

church (pl. 2.6, figs 2.1–2.2). this tower is the only

remaining portion of a building of three stories

erected in the westernmost bay of the nave (Leask

1916). At its northern end is a rectangular turret

probably a garderobe serving this tower. the turret

contains several window openings, widely splayed

both internally and externally. the other is a
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Pl. 2.12  The ‘great tower’ (Con Brogan, Photographic Unit, National Monuments Service).



massive structure at the south-west corner of the

cloister referred to by Leask as the ‘great tower’ (pl.

2.12, figs 2.1–2.2). this dominates the ruins of the

abbey. A crossing tower may also have been

constructed above the transept (Stalley 1987,

144,150). the narrow fiftenth century arch of the

south transept at Bective suggests that it had a

crossing tower like-those of Holycross and Kilcooly

(Stalley 1987, 144, 271). this would have had a

belfry as two bells were discovered by

commissioners after the dissolution and these

weighed ‘180 pounds’ (Stalley 1987, 146).

the Great tower in the south-west corner of the

cloister, is a massive structure dominating the ruins

of the abbey and is, in fact, a large tower house. it

consists of three-storeys above a barrel-vaulted

basement and it was well equipped with chimneys

and latrines. it is superimposed on the older work

below, its eastern wall resting on vaulting of the

lower rooms and cloister walk by relieving arches,

visible near the floor and higher up in the wall.

Relieving arches in the east wall reduce the stress of

the barrel vaults of the cloister and south range

below and the building itself is neatly aligned to the

reconstructed cloister walks. two projecting turrets

reinforce the robust appearance of the building,

which compares in its general form the great tower

house of the Plunketts at Dunsoghley, co. Dublin.

the staircase turret, some of the adjoining wall, and

the turret adjoining the entrance steps appear to have

been built from the ground level. it stands to the east

of the large tower and is connected with it, on the

upper floors only by a short oblique passage. A small

chamber in the turret commands by a loophole the

landing and steps of the (ground or first floor)

entrance door. the tower is 6.4m wide internally and

rises to four stories. All the floors are accessed from

the spiral stairs in the southwest turret and there is a

small chamber in the eastern turret on each of the

upper floors. the windows of the tower are in the

south and west. the fireplaces are disposed

differently on each floor, that on the second floor

being in the east wall with remains of a hood

moulding. originally, the tower had a battlemented

parapet, protecting a roof walk. the chimney stacks

in the west and north walls are corbelled out near the

summit to avoid encroachment with the roof walk. it

was clearly designed as a well-defended residence,

presumably for the abbot. 

in the precinct south of the main buildings

excavations at Bective revealed an impressive wall

running east-west with an attached circular tower

(see excavations, Phase 5/6) which was dated to

between 1434AD and 1618AD. this could be part of

the late medieval phase of building.

2.5  Phase 4 – Sixteenth century Tudor mansion (fig.

2.5D)

Bective abbey was converted into a tudor mansion

after 1537 by thomas Agard (see introduction, p. ?).

Bective is the most ambitious of all conversions

(Stalley 1987, 227–33). thomas Agard designed his

residence around the sides of the cloister and the

southwest tower acted as a pivot for its two wings

(figs 2.1–2.2). From the south walk of the cloister a

short stairs leads to the upper floor of the south

range. A large room, brightly lit by sixteenth century

mullioned windows, occupies this room, the main

hall of a tudor mansion. its main entrance is

approached from the outside by a broad flight of

steps that leads up to a pointed-arched entrance on

the first floor. A stone stair leading from the cloister

up to the hall, which would have formed the main

route from the kitchen, was inserted at this time. A

fireplace was installed in the north wall. two of the

three windows looking into the cloister have been

reduced in size, the vaulting over the cloister walk
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!Pl. 2.13   The south façade of the Tudor mansion
(Con Brogan, Photographic Unit, National Monu-
ments Service).

Fig. 2.10  Gabriel Beranger view of Bective Abbey
c.1775.



here is absent. From the hall a wooden stair led up to

a doorway high in the south-west corner, giving

access to the second storey of the tower, which thus

functioned as a ‘solar’ or private chamber.

At the opposite end of the hall a door led into the

east wing, originally, the monks dormitory. this is

lit with later mullioned windows. in the tudor

period this dormitory space was extended

northward over the transept space. there are two

large fireplaces in the room and a recess or bay onto

the west side, which was possibly occupied by a

timber stairs leading to the attic. this attic floor is

almost entirely in the roof space and appears to be a

tudor addition. there are two rows of corbels, the

lower belonged to the dormitory roof which was

later used for carrying a floor. the upper row of

corbels was inserted to carry the wall timbers of the

mansion’s roof. A small staircase near the garderobe

at the southeast angle was another means of

approach to the attic. the ornamentation of the jamb

sill and lintel stones of the windows have patterns

of sunk and punch dots.

the artist Gabriel Beranger visited Bective c.1775

and his view of the abbey (fig. 2.10) shows a

surviving fragment of wall extending out from the

southern end of the east wall with remains of a first

floor double light window and a single ope at second

floor level probably dating from the tudor period. A

much reduced portion of this extension survives (pl.

2.14). Beranger also shows a spiral stair turret with

relieving arch at first floor level. this turret rises to

four stories with loopholes in the east wall. this may

have been a service stairs providing access to all

floors of the tudor mansion.

Agard clearly incorporated the east and west

ranges of the monastery into his residence. in both

cases, the main living accommodation was on the

first floor and below each wing were vaulted

basements dating from the monastic era. these were

reused as cellars and for other utilitarian purposes.

in the east range a groin vaulted chamber (possibly

the slype or passage providing access to the original

cloister) under the dormitory may have been used

during this period (figs 2.1–2.2). the sacristy in the
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Pl. 2.14  The east façade of the Tudor mansion (Con
Brogan, Photographic Unit, National Monuments
Service).

Fig. 2.12  Thomas Cromwell’s 1820 depiction of Bec-
tive shows a stone built precinct wall to the north of
the abbey.

Fig. 2.11  Grose’s view of Bective in 1791.



east range was re-used as a bake-house with a great

oven added. the chapter house was converted into a

kitchen, with a large fireplace inserted into the west

wall topped by a massive tudor chimney.

the artists and writers who visited Bective in the

eighteenth and ninetenth centuries have provided

visual snapshots of the buildings. Grose’s view of

Bective in 1791 shows it much as it is today (fig. 2.11).

one of the most detailed early drawings of Bective is

in thomas cromwell’s Excursions through Ireland

(1820). this shows a stone built precinct wall to the

north of the abbey, which is apparent today as

footings only(fig. 2.12). there is also a series of

detailed drawings in the Archivist (1878) drawn by

J.L. Robinson which represent the earliest surveyed

plans with plans and details of chimney, arcade

cloister, and longitudional sections (fig. 2.13). there

are a series of Wakeman sketches of Bective abbey

dating from April 1887 in the Royal irish Academy

(fig. 2.7). these pre-date extensive clearance of

vegetation and public works at Bective. 
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